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Body Solid Club Line - Pro Dual Leg Extension/Leg Curl DLEC-
SF  

 

The Pro Dual Line strength training
equipment from Body Solid is designed for
demanding home use and for light
institutional use in physiotherapies, hotels,
corporate fitness or schools. The Pro Dual
Line impresses with an innovative design
with oval tube frame and convinces with
an attractive price/performance ratio.

 CHF 3'490.00  
      

      

Angle and ergonomics are key to effective, efficient quadriceps training. With a properly adjusted
machine, the user can feel the muscles being worked as the exercise is performed.

An elliptical curve provides a smooth motion and offers variable resistance throughout the range of
motion. The Durafirm™ back pad adjusts to fit any body size and prevents stress on the lower back. The
Pro Dual Leg Extension/Leg Curl Machine also features pop-pin adjustable foot pads to ensure proper
alignment, while adjustable thigh pads provide stability during workouts. The grab handles provide
ultimate stability for a worry-free workout.

The Body Solid Pro Dual Leg Extension/Leg Curl Machine features an elegantly curved frame made of
smooth, electric-coated tubing that has a modern, design-driven aesthetic that combines form and
function to create an outstanding modular strength training system.

Features:

Dual station for leg extension and leg curl exercises.
12-position adjustable ergonomic back pad for correct training position
high-quality Durafirm padding with 5 cm thick foam for additional durability and training comfort
side handles
weight block of 95kg
cable made of aircraft construction (load capacity up to 1100kg)
no cable change necessary
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weight magazine with protective cover
oval tube frame
powder coated steel frame
4-sided welded connections
ball bearing mounted pivot points
shock-resistant, fiberglass-reinforced nylon rope pulleys with sealed ball bearings
color: grey

Usage: Home use to light institutional use, max user weight 200kg user weight 200kg
Equipment dimensions: L124cm x W99cm x H158cm
Warranty: domestic to light institutional use: 1 year on labor, 2 years on spare parts (excluding
consumables such as pads/cables), 10 years on frame."
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